
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 July 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Naema A for determination in walking to school while buses were on strike; 

Beren Y for fantastic enthusiasm and determination at DEAR time; Sajid Y for being kind and helpful; Emil B for 

being so enthusiastic about learning; Nathan L, Nicholas K, James H and Kyle M for being positive and determined 

during the visit to Great Orme. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Deacon J for demonstrating some fantastic knowledge about waves in our 

Science lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Leyton D for showing determination to get things right in French lessons and 

making big improvements to his attitude to learning. Keep it up; Charlie M for showing determination and 

enthusiasm in French lessons; all of 7A for showing determination and enthusiasm in our French lessons this week. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Rocco L for his outstanding do now answers. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Learna K and Olivia M for being extremely helpful in PE and getting large 

equipment out. Well done, it is appreciated; Olivia D for extreme talent in the high jump and achieving a Gold 

award. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Olivia D for being super enthusiastic and working hard every maths lessson; 

Amelia R for working really hard in her maths lessons this week! 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Mikey B, Amelia C, Mia E, Joel M, Ellie M, Faith S and Leyton T for showing 

integrity in Maths; Olivia B for showing determination to succeed in Maths; Deacon J for showing integrity and 

making positive contributions in Maths; Barbara S for showing integrity working hard in Maths; Matthew T for 

showing integrity working well in Maths. 

Mr Rewcastle would like to appreciate all of 7D  for 100% determination, showing significant improvements in daily 

routines. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Teniola T and Heidi K for giving 100% in her Science lessons; Joshua W and 

Kyle M for giving 100% in his Science lessons. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Joel R and David A for showing determination and enthusiasm in Science 

lessons. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Alan B, Beren Y, Lacey S and Sofia M for showing determination and 

enthusiasm in Geography.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 July 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ava C, Joseph W and Lewis C for always showing determination and working 

hard in Science. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Hasna B for her outstanding science knowledge. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Oliver C for showing the value of determination during mountain climb by 

never giving up. Well done; Lucas E for showing the value of determination during mountain climb by never giving 

up. Well done; her walking group from the school trip for showing the value of determination during mountain 

climb by never giving up. Well done. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Tony S for excellent efforts and really good manners this week. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Alicia A for improved effort and detemination in Maths; Ruby B for good 

teamwork, effort and detemination in Maths; Jack E, Caitlin K and Katie S for always showing intergrity in Maths. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Lucas S for fantastic Cold Call answers in R.E; Finley F for a fabulous attitude 

and work rate in Geography. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Daniel D for an excellent performance in the 1500 metres, under 7 minutes. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Lewis C for showing 100% determination climbing the mountain, a credit to the 

school. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Harry E, Finley C, Matthew A, Lucas E, Joseph W, George E, Conner S, Juozas 

S, Alfie M and Harry J for showing 100% determination climbing the mountain, a credit to the school. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lucas E and Riley H for showing determination and enthusiasm to succeed in 

his PA lessons; Nikita T for excellent effort and impeccable manners every time; Ali B for showing determination to 

succeed; 8P for always showing determination, integrity and respect! A pleasure to teach; Lily G for always showing 

respect and determination; George E for always showing determination in Geography. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Andrey R for showing determination and working hard, in English; Sean C and 

Daniel A for being determined and showing a significant improvement in his approach to learning, in English; 

Brandan M, Louis F and Ben O for always working hard, in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 July 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Rama A for determination in walking to school while buses were on strike. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Reece D, Louie D, Ryan C, Keigan C, Wealth O and Benjamin W for always 

showing determination and working hard in Science. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate the whole of 9I for always showing determination and enthusiasm in Spanish 

and for being a pleasure to teach. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ethan T for his insatiable drive to consume knowledge far surpassing GCSE level. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Harry M for working really hard in Maths this week and making great progress; 

Christie W for always having impeccable manners in class. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Olivia B, Abbie C, Bailey F, Taylor M, Stas M, Grace O, Lucy S and Goda S for 

always showing determination to succeed in Maths. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Ruby O for demonstrating fantastic determination in History; Jamie F for 

fantastic Cold Call answers in History; Evie G for fabulous determintion in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate David R for showing massive improvements in his behaviour, David is climinb 

his mountain; Millie C for giving 100% determination since moving sets, well done Millie. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate 9I for always being enthousiastic, determined and showing integrity. Keep it 

up! You make me proud; 9M  for always being a very lively and polite group; Milly C for always showing 

determination to succeed in her Geography lessons. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Ethan P for showing determination when reading the part of Mr. Birling; Jeffery 

E for showing determination when reading the part of Gerald; Ephrem E for showing determination when reading 

the part of the Inspector; Ryan J for showing determination when reading the part of Eric; Ila R for showing 

determination when reading the part of Sheila. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 July 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Morgan H for being kind and helpful; Evie W for always showing integrity. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Lann N for always being polite and respectful around school; Thomas H, Jessica 

T, Annie B, Abbie H, Kat D, Lucy D and Tyler C for always showing determination and working hard in Science. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Adam C, Denis G, Thomas W, Thomas H, James C, Lucy O, Daniel N, Taylor 

C, Kyle P, Preslav M, Ethan T, Alfie W, Liam M, Alex D and Luke B for giving 100% in Lexonik intervention. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Mahmoud I for his insatiable drive to conquer science; Michael M for his 

impressive half equation writing skills; Katie J for her lightning fast responses to electrolysis cold calls. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Luke B for working hard every lesson. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Olivia A, Lydia S, Joy D, Josh M, Lann N and Natasha T for showing 

determination to succeed in Maths. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Mark C for producing consistently fantastic work in History; Lewis B for 

excellent knowledge recall in History. 

Mr Rewcastle would like to appreciate science class 10a4 for showing 100% determination in science, never giving 

up. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Taylor C and Lexi C for giving 100% in her Science lessons; Josh M and Preslav 

M for consistantly giving 100% in his science lessons. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Libbie B, Khaia A, Eva C, Jessica T, Katie J, Makayla K, Olivia W, Emma D, Annie 

B and Bella B for showing determination and delivering her speech to the class. Well done; Michael M, Karim S, 

Mark C, Michael M, Harry W and Jakub C for showing determination and delivering his speech to the class. Well 

done; Luke B for showing determination and delivering both a unique speech to the class, encouraging the audience 

to question their views on a matter obviously very important to him. Well done. 

 


